UNITED ARAB
EMIRATES
FAST FACTS
SUCCESSFUL PARTNERSHIPS
Oxy has a legacy of successful partnerships
with the Abu Dhabi National Oil Company
(ADNOC), including our 30-year joint
venture in Al Hosn Gas, one of the largest
Middle Eastern natural gas developments.
Working with ADNOC, Oxy also has a 35year concession for onshore Block 3, which
covers approximately 1.5 million gross acres
and is adjacent to Al Hosn Gas, and a 35year concession to explore and develop
onshore Block 5, which covers an area of
approximately 1 million gross acres and is
adjacent to onshore Block 3.

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE

MEETING ENERGY NEEDS

MULTI-RESERVOIR DISCOVERY
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Block 3, which is in the southern part

expectations due to optimization
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capital. Production and throughput
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of Abu Dhabi’s Al Dhafra region, has
promising hydrocarbon potential with
many multi-reservoir drilling targets.

Strong Safety Performance

Partner of Choice®

Oxy conducts business in a manner that protects the health and safety

Oxy is committed to operating responsibly; providing safe, healthy

of people and the environment at our facilities. Our consistently strong

and secure workplaces; protecting the environment; maintaining

safety performance reflects our employees’ dedication to creating and

high ethical standards; upholding and promoting human rights;

maintaining safe work environments.

benefiting our stakeholders; and respecting cultural norms and values,

Low-Carbon Leadership

everywhere we operate.

With decades of experience in large-scale CO2 transportation, use and

Emirates Foundation

storage for EOR, we are applying our carbon management expertise to

Oxy was one of the first supporters of the Emirates Foundation when

advance low-carbon initiatives that we believe will sustainably enhance

it was established in 2005. We are proud to support the Emirates

our business. Oxy is focused on decreasing our total carbon footprint

Foundation in its efforts to identify and develop young Emirati talent in

and helping others achieve the same goal.

science, innovation, financial literacy and volunteering.

Pathway to Net Zero

Promoting STEM

Oxy’s climate goals are to achieve net-zero greenhouse gas (GHG)

Oxy participates in the Emirates Foundation’s “Think Science Fair,”

emissions in our operations and energy use before 2040, with an

a platform for connecting science and engineering students with

ambition to do so before 2035, and net-zero emissions from our total

the business sector. Our employees have helped judge this STEM-

carbon inventory, including the use of our products, with an ambition to

focused event.

do so before 2050.

Reducing GHG Emissions

Volunteering in the Community
Oxy supports the Emirates Foundation’s “Takatof” program, which

Efficient capture and use of natural gas are key elements of Oxy’s net-

promotes volunteerism. Volunteers have made Iftar meals and

zero strategy. Oxy was the first U.S. oil and gas company to endorse

distributed Ramadan kits provided by the Emirates Foundation to

the World Bank’s “Zero Routine Flaring by 2030” initiative. We were

workers at the fishermen’s port area in Abu Dhabi.

also the first major U.S. producer in the Permian Basin to join the Oil
and Gas Methane Partnership 2.0, a Climate and Clean Air Coalition
initiative led by the United Nations Environment Programme, as well as
the Methane Guiding Principles.

Visit oxy.com for more information.
This brochure contains forward-looking statements based on Oxy’s current expectations, beliefs, plans and forecasts. All statements other than statements of historical fact are forward-looking
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